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Wallets and Cryptography Sunny Aggarwal and Philip Hayes



Base 58



Bitcoin Wallets • What do wallets do? • Store, send & receive, and list transactions



• Wallet Forms • Smartphone Apps • Mycelium, AirBitz



• Online web-wallets • Blockchain.info, coinbase.com



• Paper Wallets • Bitcoinpaperwallet.com • Bitaddress.org



• Hardware Wallets • Ledger, Trezor, Case, KeepKey



• Brain Wallet



• Perfect method is to memorize your private key. • Easier to have something that you can turn into your private key • If you forget it, it’s gone. FOREVER. • Not very secure, as humans aren’t as random as we think we are. • No way to rate-limit brute force attempts.



Generating new keys ● ●



●



Normal practice is to generate new keys for every transaction you make Why? ○ Privacy ■ Someone shouldn’t be able to determine how much bitcoin you own ○ Easier to tell who sent you a transaction Wallet software will do legwork of combining funds from different keys



Basic Crypto Concepts



Cryptographic Hash Functions A cryptographic hash function H : {0,1}* ⟼ {0,1}k Maps some arbitrarily-sized bit string to some fixed-size bit string. The function only evaluates in one direction; you can't find the input given just the output. The function is "deterministic"; the same input always yields the same output. “The workhorses of modern cryptography” - Bruce Schneier



"Avalanche Effect" A small change in the input should yield a significant change in the output.



"Avalanche Effect" : Example SHA256 digest of the string "AAAAAAAAA" 0x96d8cb0ffaaa352…9d3f66985be04dfe4f19b252a8



SHA256 digest of the string "AAAAAAAAB" 0xf6eed6d729e61f2…06b4da3b607c2fd1d9f6104736



Formal Properties Notation:



⬛ is hidden, ⬛ is public



Preimage Resistance: Let x = {0,1}* = message y = H(x) x = H-1(y)



→



finding the "inverse" should be computationally difficult



It should be extremely difficult to find the preimage (original value) of a cryptographic hash function output.



Formal Properties Second Preimage Resistance: Given message x Finding any x’ s.t. H(x’) = H(x) should be computationally difficult.



It should be extremely difficult to find any value that maps to a specific input.



Formal Properties Collision Resistance: Suppose we have two messages x1, x2 The probability that their hashes are equal, P(H(x1) = H(x2)), should be “very small”. Equivalently, finding any x1, x2 such that H(x1) = H(x2) should be computationally difficult. The upper bound to find a collision is at most O(2N/2), where N is the # of bits in the output. Finding such a collision is called a Birthday Attack.



Why are cryptographic hash functions useful? In the context of Bitcoin and other Cryptocurrencies: + + +



Merkle Trees Proof-of-Work Transactions, Blocks, Addresses all referenced by hash value



Other useful applications: + + + + +



Fundamental operation in most cryptographic protocols Hash-based Message Authentication Codes (HMACs) Password Verification Commitment Schemes Pseudo-Random Number Generators (PRNGs)



Simple Hash Commitment Scheme Why are these hash properties useful? Consider a simple example: Alice and Bob each bet $100 on a coin flip 1) 2) 3)



Alice calls the outcome of the coin flip Bob flips the coin Alice wins $200 if her guess was correct



Now, what if Alice and Bob are separated and don’t trust one another? ●



Alice wants to give Bob a commitment to her guess, without revealing her guess before Bob flips the coin, otherwise Bob can cheat!



Simple Hash Commitment Scheme Instead, we can modify our “protocol” to bind Alice’s guess with a commitment 1) 2) 3) 4) 5) 6) 7) 8)



Alice chooses a large random number, R. Alice guesses the outcome of the coin flip, B. Alice generates a commitment to the coin flip, C = H(B || R) Alice sends this commitment to Bob. Bob flips the coin and sends the value to Alice. Alice sends Bob the random number and her guess: (R’, B’) Bob then checks that C’ = H(R’ || B’) == C = H(B || R), to ensure Alice did not change her guess mid commitment. Both can now agree on who won the $200.



Simple Hash Commitment Scheme - Cheating How could Bob cheat Alice? 1)



When Bob receives C = H(B || R), if he can compute H-1(C) = B || R, Bob can recover Alice’s guess and send her the opposite outcome! If our hash function, H, is preimage resistant, this shouldn’t be possible.



How could Alice cheat Bob? 1)



Alice sends Bob her commitment C = H(B || R), but reveals the opposite guess, (!B, R’). Alice wins if she can pick R’ s.t. C’ = H(!B || R’) = C. This fails if our hash function, H, is second preimage resistant!



Elliptic Curves



secp256k1 : Y2 = X3 +7 Bitcoin’s Elliptic Curve



An elliptic curve is defined by the following affine, long Weierstrass form:



We usually consider the short Weierstrass form:



For the most part, all you need to know about elliptic curves is that they provide another finite abelian group with certain desired properties useful in cryptography.



Elliptic Curves - Group Law Q



One can define a group law on an elliptic curve using the chord-tangent process. Given two elliptic curve points, P and Q, we define P × Q as the following: We find the line intersecting P and Q, which must intersect with one final point, R. If we then reflect R across the x-axis, we obtain another point which we define as P × Q.



R P



P×Q



Elliptic Curves - Group Law Q



More formally, R P



P×Q



Over certain curves and finite fields, this forms a cyclic (or nearly cyclic) finite abelian group.



Elliptic Curves - Group Law R



If P = Q, we find the tangent at P, extend it to the point, R, then reflect across the x-axis to P2.



P



P2



Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP) For some positive integer, m, we can define:



It is believed that finding m given P and Pm



is computationally difficult over certain finite fields and certain curves. As such the ECDLP forms the basis of elliptic curve cryptography.



ECDLP Compared with discrete logarithms over vanilla finite fields, the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem has no known, sub-exponential algorithms (assuming the curve is not supersingular or otherwise anomalous). The fastest, practical algorithm for elliptic curve discrete logarithms is parallel Pollard’s Rho, which runs in O(N1/2). To achieve security equivalent to a 128-bit block cipher, we need to choose a curve of group order ≈ 2256. Compare this with RSA or other factoring-based algorithms, which requires ≈ 2048 bit keys for equivalent security.



Digital Signature Schemes Roughly analogous to a handwritten signature. Other people can verify that a message with your signature was, in fact, written by you. Likewise, it should be difficult to forge a signature without you.



Example: Signing a text file with my gpg key > echo “Hello, world!” > a.txt && gpg --sign a.txt && base64 a.txt.pgp owEBTQKy/ZANAwACAXUyGnahI6...QrdcG/B0kkRUmnObdDF7hT/0b9wTg=



DSS Security Definitions Recipients given the (message, signature) pair should be able to verify: + + +



Message integrity - the message hasn’t been modified between sending and receiving. Message origin - the message was indeed sent by the original sender. Non-repudiation - the original sender cannot backtrack and claim they did not send the message.



Digital Signature Schemes More formally, a digital signature scheme consists of two algorithms: +



A signing algorithm, Sign, which uses a secret key, sk. s = Sign(m, sk),



+



s is the signature for some message, m.



A verification algorithm, Verify, which uses a public key, pk. valid = Verify(Sign(m, sk), pk),



invalid = Verify(s’, pk) for all s’ != s.



ECDSA : Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm ECDSA is a digital signature scheme which builds on the security of the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP) ECDSA is used for signing new transactions and verifying ownership of previous transaction outputs in Bitcoin.



ECDSA : Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm ECDSA is defined by: E: an elliptic curve. g: a generator point of the elliptic curve with large prime order, p. p: a large, prime integer where gp = O. H: a cryptographic hash function.



ECDSA - Setup The signer creates: The secret key, sk, chosen randomly from [0, …, p-1]. The public key, pk = gsk, which should be distributed publicly.



ECDSA - Sign Sign(m, sk): h = H(m)



Hash the message



z = h[0 : log2 p]



Take the log2 p left-most bits of h



k = randomly chosen from [1, …, p-1] k must be kept secret! r = x-coord(gk) (mod p)



x-coord(P = (x, y)) = x



s = (z + sk ∙ r) ∙ k-1 (mod p) return (r, s)



The signature for our message



ECDSA - Verify Verify(r, s, m, pk): z = H(m)[0, …, log2 p] a = z ∙ s-1 (mod p) b = r ∙ s-1 (mod p) v = x-coord(ga ∙ pkb) (mod p) return valid if v ≡ r (mod p), otherwise invalid



ECDSA - Quick Proof Sketch Let w = s-1 ga ∙ pkb = gz∙w ∙ gsk∙r∙w = gz∙w + sk∙r∙w = g(z + sk∙r) ∙ w = g(z + sk∙r) ∙ (z + sk∙r)^(-1)∙ (k^(-1))^(-1) = gk



v



= x-coord(ga ∙ pkb) (mod p) = x-coord(gk) (mod p) = r (mod p)



ECDSA ECDSA signatures are used in Bitcoin to prove ownership of the outputs of a transaction!



Next time - Bitcoin Mechanics and Optimization Homework: ●



Open book quiz on Chapter 1 and Chapter 3 of Princeton textbook. Sent out tonight or tomorrow.



Readings for next time: ●



Princeton Textbook Sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3
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